
 

FAQ Everglow Lighting 
 

What if the ceramic ring on the MTL2 mantle is a bit too small because of the 

ceramic tabs and will not fit on the burner tip? [Everglow] 

A small file can be used to file down each of the tabs on the ceramic ring to make them hang properly on 

the burner tip. 

Do you offer a wall mount gas lamp option? [Everglow] 

No, unfortunately, the wall mount versions of the lamps were discontinued several years ago. 

Can you have the electronic start on a lamp with dual inverted mantles? 

[Everglow] 

No, due to the delicate nature of the mantles they are prone to breaking and are intended to be lit 24/7. 

Which lamp burner style creates the brightest light? [Everglow] 

The dual inverted burner option offers the brightest light followed by the upright burner option. The 

open flame burner option is for more of an ambiance rather than light. 

Are the torches UL or CSA approved? [Everglow] 

Unfortunately, we are not able to have the torches UL or CSA approved because currently there are no 

standards set for them to test against for this type of product. 

Gas Lamp Usage Costs [Everglow] 

Our gas lamps use 2.68 cubic ft. per hour, or roughly 1,900 cubic ft. per month or 19 Therms. Simply 

multiply your cost per therm from your gas provider by 19 to get a rough monthly cost. 

What needs to be replaced when converting gas type for a lamp or torch? 

[Everglow] 

All that needs to be replaced when converting gas types is the proper orifice on a gas lamp or torch. 

What is a bat wing burner? [Everglow] 

Our open flame burner is commonly referred to as a bat wing due to the appearance of the flame when 

lit. 

 



 

How long should the MTL2 mantles last? [Everglow] 

Weather conditions such as heavy winds and rain will factor into the life expectancy of the mantles due 

to their delicate nature. As a general rule, you should expect them to last 3 to 4 months. 


